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QUESTION 1

A company is planning to create a data lake in Amazon S3. The company wants to create tiered storage based on
access patterns and cost objectives. The solution must include support for JDBC connections from legacy clients,
metadata management that allows federation for access control, and batch-based ETL using PySpark and Scala.
Operational management should be limited. 

Which combination of components can meet these requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. AWS Glue Data Catalog for metadata management 

B. Amazon EMR with Apache Spark for ETL 

C. AWS Glue for Scala-based ETL 

D. Amazon EMR with Apache Hive for JDBC clients 

E. Amazon Athena for querying data in Amazon S3 using JDBC drivers 

F. Amazon EMR with Apache Hive, using an Amazon RDS with MySQL-compatible backed metastore 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference: https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/Storage/data-lake-on-aws.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is building an analytical solution that includes Amazon S3 as data lake storage and Amazon Redshift for
data warehousing. The company wants to use Amazon Redshift Spectrum to query the data that is stored in Amazon
S3. Which steps should the company take to improve performance when the company uses Amazon Redshift Spectrum
to query the S3 data files? (Select THREE) 

A. Use gzip compression with individual file sizes of 1-5 GB 

B. Use a columnar storage file format 

C. Partition the data based on the most common query predicates 

D. Split the data into KB-sized files. 

E. Keep all files about the same size. 

F. Use file formats that are not splittable 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 3

A media company has a streaming playback application. The company needs to collect and analyze data to provide
near-real-time feedback on playback issues within 30 seconds. The company requires a consumer application to identify
playback issues, such as decreased quality during a specified time frame. The data will be streamed in JSON format.
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The schema can change over time. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Send the data to Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose with delivery to Amazon S3. Configure an S3 event to invoke an
AWS Lambda function to process and analyze the data. 

B. Send the data to Amazon Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka. Configure Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics for SQL
Application as the consumer application to process and analyze the data. 

C. Send the data to Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose with delivery to Amazon S3. Configure Amazon S3 to initiate an
event for AWS Lambda to process and analyze the data. 

D. Send the data to Amazon Kinesis Data Streams. Configure an Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics for Apache Flink
application as the consumer application to process and analyze the data. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A company launched a service that produces millions of messages every day and uses Amazon Kinesis Data Streams
as the streaming service. 

The company uses the Kinesis SDK to write data to Kinesis Data Streams. A few months after launch, a data analyst
found that write performance is significantly reduced. The data analyst investigated the metrics and determined that
Kinesis 

is throttling the write requests. The data analyst wants to address this issue without significant changes to the
architecture. 

Which actions should the data analyst take to resolve this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the Kinesis Data Streams retention period to reduce throttling. 

B. Replace the Kinesis API-based data ingestion mechanism with Kinesis Agent. 

C. Increase the number of shards in the stream using the UpdateShardCount API. 

D. Choose partition keys in a way that results in a uniform record distribution across shards. 

E. Customize the application code to include retry logic to improve performance. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

An online retailer needs to deploy a product sales reporting solution. The source data is exported from an external
online transaction processing (OLTP) system for reporting. Roll-up data is calculated each day for the previous day\\'s
activities. The reporting system has the following requirements: 

Have the daily roll-up data readily available for 1 year. 

After 1 year, archive the daily roll-up data for occasional but immediate access. 
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The source data exports stored in the reporting system must be retained for 5 years. Query access will be needed only
for re-evaluation, which may occur within the first 90 days. 

Which combination of actions will meet these requirements while keeping storage costs to a minimum? (Choose two.) 

A. Store the source data initially in the Amazon S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) storage class. Apply a
lifecycle configuration that changes the storage class to Amazon S3 Glacier Deep Archive 90 days after creation, and
then deletes the data 5 years after creation. 

B. Store the source data initially in the Amazon S3 Glacier storage class. Apply a lifecycle configuration that changes
the storage class from Amazon S3 Glacier to Amazon S3 Glacier Deep Archive 90 days after creation, and then deletes
the data 5 years after creation. 

C. Store the daily roll-up data initially in the Amazon S3 Standard storage class. Apply a lifecycle configuration that
changes the storage class to Amazon S3 Glacier Deep Archive 1 year after data creation. 

D. Store the daily roll-up data initially in the Amazon S3 Standard storage class. Apply a lifecycle configuration that
changes the storage class to Amazon S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) 1 year after data creation. 

E. Store the daily roll-up data initially in the Amazon S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) storage class.
Apply a lifecycle configuration that changes the storage class to Amazon S3 Glacier 1 year after data creation. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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